
ACT Sustainable
Household Scheme

Category C
New and used 

electric vehicles



We’re the exclusive finance partner of the ACT 
Sustainable Household Scheme.


We're thrilled to be working alongside the ACT 
Government on their clean energy transition, as 
well as helping our partners grow their businesses 
so that together we can make every home 
sustainable.


For more information, reach out to your Brighte 
Account Manager or call 1300-228-747.


9 
steps
To connecting


with customers 
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Category C - new and used electric vehicles pilot launches in 
December and customers are being sent to our . Here we’re 
able to show them a list of accredited vendors and dealers offering  
new and used electric vehicles.



Later in the pilot, customers will have the added feature of 
requesting a call back directly from the dealers they’re interested 
in. 



As soon as the feature is ready, we’ll activate your profile. Ensuring 
your business is listed, and discoverable on our Brigthe ACT SHS 
marketplace.

website

https://brighte.com.au/homeowners/act-sustainable-household-scheme
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Check customer eligibilty

Before we start

Must hold an ACT Driver’s License 


Must reside in the ACT. 


Vehicle must be powered by a mechanism that produces zero 
emissions, such as a battery electric vehicle 


Total cost of the vehicle must be less than the luxury car tax 
threshold for fuel efficient vehicles. 


For 2021-22 this threshold is $79,659. 


Customer agrees to complete an online ACT workshop, to help 
make energy efficient choices. Book via this link

https://www.climatechoices.act.gov.au/events-news


Login to portal

Step 1

After you have checked the customer is eligible you can login to 
your . Brighte Vendor Portal
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https://portal.brighte.com.au/


You can send a referral once you and your customer have agreed 
on a product, and the decision has been made to proceed with a 
finance option.


Within the portal, go to the ‘Personal /Green Loan’ tab in the left-
side menu.


From there you can select ‘Send a new referral’ from the right-
side of the screen. 
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Sending a referral

Step 2



Read through the pop-up information, and then select 
‘Agree and continue’. 
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Agreements

Step 3



If your customer proceeds to complete the application, you will be 
able to track the applications status in your Brighte portal. In your 
portal - you will notice a new loan type for these applications.


Loan Type Name 

ACT SHS Loan 

Step 5

Customer applies

Your customer will then receive an email and SMS to complete the 
loan application. 


Your customer can choose to complete this application via a self-
service digital application, or they call Brighte directly and complete 
this over the phone. 

Customer receives referral

Step 4
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For Brighte to complete the credit assessment and provide an 
outcome, we must have the income documentation from the 
customer. Without this documentation, the credit decisioning time 
can sometimes become delayed. 


Because this is a loan product, we must:

Collect income verification from the customer (2 most recent pay 
slips or 90 days of bank statements). 


The customer must electronically accept the contract provided by 
Brighte.


Customers often receive a credit decision within 45 minutes once the 
Brighte team have all of the necessary documentation from the 
customer.

A few things to remember

What does this mean for you?

Average processing time for loan products:



Once the Brighte team has made an application decision, your 
Brighte portal will be updated with the outcome. 


If approved, your customer will be sent their Brighte 0% Interest Loan 
contract, and will be asked to accept the contract. 


In your Brighte portal the status of the application will display as 
‘Pending Acceptance’, meaning your customer has been approved 
and they are yet to accept the contract. 

Application decision

Step 6
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Once your customer has accepted the contract, your portal will be 
updated with the ‘approved’ status.  


What does this mean for your customer? 


Your customer is not required to provide Brighte with any more 
information until after the job is complete. 

Upload invoice

Step 7

Your customer will be sent an email & SMS with a link to an online 
version of their contract with the terms & conditions. 


They will need to review the terms and confirm they have read & 
accepted them.  


If your customer is experiencing any difficulties with this process, 
they can contact the Brighte team on 1300-228-747 and we can 
assist with this process.

How does the customer accept the contract
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Once you have completed the job, you will now need to upload your 
invoice into your Brighte portal. This will then trigger two things: 


A SMS sent to your customer from Brighte to confirm the job has 
been completed. 


A request to Brighte’s internal teams, to review your invoice and pay 
you for the job. 


2.

1.

Portal updated

Step 8
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Your portal will be updated once Brighte has successfully made the 
payment to you. The payment amount will also be listed within your 
portal. 

You get paid

Step 9

The customer must confirm they’ve received the goods (in this 
case an electric vehicle), before Brighte can pay you. 


Once the customer confirms, their payments start 28 days from 
confirmation date. We’ll send an SMS and email with the dates to 
them to make sure everything is clear.


If they’ve got any concerns about their first payment date, they 
can contact our friendly team to discuss other options. 

Please note
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